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Objective: To identify and explain tobacco industry strategy in undermining tobacco control measures in
Finland and results of these interferences in tobacco policy development during the 1980s and early
1990s.
Methods: Tobacco industry documents, which have been publicly available on the internet as a result of
litigation in the USA, were analysed. Documents were sought by Finland and by names of organisations
and tobacco control activists. Documents were accessed and assessed between September 2000 and
November 2002. Tactics of the tobacco industry activities were categorised as presented by Saloojee and
Dagli.
Results: The international tobacco companies utilised similar strategies in Finland as in other industrial
markets to fight tobacco control and legislation, the health advocacy movement, and litigation. These
activities slowed down the development and implementation of the Tobacco Act in Finland. However,
despite the extensive pressure, the industry was not able to prevent the most progressive tobacco
legislation in Europe from being passed and coming into force in Finland in 1977 and in 1995.
Conclusion: Denying the health hazards caused by tobacco—despite indisputable scientific evidence—
decreased the credibility of the tobacco industry. Strategy of denial was falsely chosen, as health advocacy
groups were active both in society and the parliamentary system. The strong influence of the tobacco
industry may have in fact increased the visibility of tobacco control in Finland as the litigation process was
also drawing attention to negative health effects of tobacco. Therefore the tobacco industry did not
manage to convince public opinion. However, the tobacco industry did obtain experience in Finland in
how to object to tobacco control measures.

T
he globalisation of the world economy has brought into
debate the influence of multinational companies in
political processes and democracy.1–3 The multinationals

have been criticised for undermining democracy with their
economic power—that is, by affecting decision making
through illegal or unethical means. Up to the mid 1990s
there were hardly any data to show whether this actually
occurred. The emergence of millions of pages of internal
documents from the tobacco industry through US lawsuits
changed the situation in 1998.4–8

All industries try to encourage a regulatory framework that
is favourable to their business, and there is nothing
inherently undemocratic in doing so. The denial of health
hazards and the attempts to corrupt scientific record puts the
tobacco companies in a different position. One of the major
advantages of the tobacco documents is that they allow us to
trace and analyse the various ways in which the tobacco
companies have tried to communicate their views on the
health issue and thereby influence regulation.

Finland has been in the forefront of international progress
on health promoting tobacco legislation. In 1961, parliament
requested the government to take measures to reduce
smoking and to consider legislative action. By the 1970s,
pressure led to a strict Tobacco Act being passed in 1977.
Early on, high taxes were imposed on tobacco products to cut
down consumption. The first product liability case against the
tobacco industry in Europe was brought in 1988. The revision
of the Tobacco Act in 1995 introduced restrictions on
smoking in the workplace and ensured the reduction of
exposure to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS). The Act
prohibited smoking at all work sites, and banned the sale of
tobacco products to persons below 18 years and all forms of
sales promotion. ETS was included in the Tobacco Act in 2000

as a carcinogenic substance. A year later, an amendment to
the Act incorporated restaurants into the regulations.

The largest multinational tobacco companies in the
world—Philip Morris (PM), British American Tobacco
(BAT), and RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company (RJR)—have
dominated the Finnish tobacco market during the past
decades. Amer-Tupakka (Amer Tobacco, a licensed manu-
facturer of PM brands) controls about 75% of the market,
British American Tobacco Nordic has a 15% market share,
and Altadis (originally privately owned by Rettig, then RJ
Reynolds and then Seita) a10% share. Amer-Tupakka has
had a licence agreement with PM since 1961, and the licence
is valid until the end of 2005 on the basis of the current
agreement. Referring to the dominance of the US tobacco
companies within the country, Finland has been described as
the 51st state in tobacco issues.9

As a hypothesis, we may assume that the regulatory
framework in Finland has offered the tobacco industry
almost laboratory-like circumstances to find out how tobacco
companies can get along with comprehensive legislation and
influence its development. Failure in the small Finnish
market would hardly have much effect on international
sales. Instead, experience gained in Finland could indicate to
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Abbreviations: BAT, British American Tobacco; CCC, Central Chamber
of Commerce; EEMA, Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and African
countries; EPA, US Environmental Protection Agency; EU, European
Union; ETS, environmental tobacco smoke; HBI, Healthy Buildings
International; IFAQ, in-flight air quality test; NMA, National
Manufacturers Association; PM, Philip Morris; RJR, RJ Reynolds Tobacco
Company; SAK, Central Organisation of Finnish Trade Unions; TKL,
Confederation of Finnish Industry and Employers
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the tobacco industry how to prevent threatening legislation
elsewhere.

This article examines how global tobacco companies have
tried to influence tobacco regulation in Finland, a small, but
interesting market area due to its special features. The aim is
not only to analyse the strategy of the industry, but also to
estimate what kind of effects the tobacco companies have
had on Finnish tobacco policies in the 1980s and early 1990s.
The main question is: did the tobacco companies succeed in
finding a successful strategy for undermining the develop-
ment of tobacco control in Finland?

MATERIALS AND METHOD
The material for this article has been acquired by searching
for tobacco industry documents from the databases available
on the internet subsequent to the 1998 Master Settlement
Agreement between the 46 US state attorneys general and the
tobacco industry.10 Documents have been gathered mainly for
lawsuits focusing on the activities of tobacco companies in
the USA. Documents with a reference to Finland in most
cases concern a wider market area—for example, the Nordic
countries or EEMA (Eastern Europe, the Middle East and
African countries). For this reason, the material is fragmen-
ted.

Documents concerning Finland were sought systematically
by using search words such as ‘‘Finland’’, ‘‘Finnish’’, names
of organisations related to Finland, Finnish publications
(newspapers, magazines, etc), working groups (Egil group,
Nordic Council), tactics (Whitecoats, Courteous Smokers
Club Hu-Tu), companies (Amer-Tupakka, Rettig), cities
(Helsinki, Tampere, Turku), and individuals. We searched
for representatives of tobacco companies, tobacco activists,
lawyers in tobacco litigation, politicians, and medical doctors
(especially industry witnesses in tobacco litigation). By
applying Boolean logic we were able to pull out relevant
documents for more detailed examination. Altogether some
4000 pages were printed and analysed in detail.

The documents covered concentrate on the 1980s and early
1990s when the major tobacco control issues in Finland
concerned public opinion on smoking, proposed restrictions
on smoking, the level and structure of tobacco taxation, sales
promotion, and the ongoing product liability litigation.

The problem with the documents is that they have not
been indexed to files or folders according to dates or topics.
Many documents have references to earlier correspondence
and attachments, which cannot be found from the databases.
The documents include internal codes and abbreviations,
whose full meaning is difficult or impossible to interpret, and
many of them are partially or totally smudged. On several
occasions Finnish names have been misspelled and
Scandinavian characters have been translated in different
ways in the index field, which makes the research even more
complicated. However, a document found with one search
word often gives hints for new search words and they, again,
may include further search words.

It is also very important to note that the documents have a
shortcoming in exposing the course of events. Due to defects
in filing, it is impossible to distinguish plans from imple-
mented decisions, for example. Despite the limitations, the
documents reflect the attitudes and policies of the industry.
The documents are authentic in the sense that the persons
who wrote them could hardly have imagined that their
documents would one day become public. Thus these
documents provide a unique opportunity to follow the
strategy of the tobacco industry in opposing regulation.
Consequently, the activities of tobacco companies are
becoming better known than any other globally operating
industry. With these documents it is possible to describe,

study, and understand the activities of multinational
companies on global markets.

The method of examination was to follow paper trails and
categorise the documents. The documents examined include
memos, drafts, plans, instructions, agreements, receipts, and
other correspondence. Although we searched all the industry
websites, the majority of documents were located at the PM
website (www.pmdocs.com), mainly because PM together
with Amer-Tupakka has dominated the Finnish tobacco
market. Unlike its rivals, PM was not a defendant in product
liability litigation in Finland from 1988 to 2001. The ongoing
litigation made the other companies keep a low profile in
resisting tobacco control measures.11

The content of the documents can be divided into larger
categories by emphasising particular cases8 12 or tactics used
on a general level. Salojee and Dagli,7 who have identified 14
tactics which the industry has used in opposing tobacco
legislation, apply the latter method. In this context, tactics
are defined as the actual ways in which the strategy is
executed. The advantage of a case typing of documents is
having the tactics within the decision making context.
However, exposing cases requires either voluminous coverage
or concentration on limited cases only. In the following, the
aim is to create an overview of the strategy and tactics
concerning Finland.

The categories presented by Salojee and Dagli have been
constructed to assess the international activities of tobacco
companies and they are not entirely suitable for describing
the situation in Finland. For example, manipulation of the
media has been of key importance in Finland. This is
examined in connection with PR activities. Consultancy
programmes and commissioned research are included as
new categories of tobacco industry tactics.

RESULTS
Finland, the high risk market
In November 1986 J Bernard Robinson, who worked at the
EEMA unit of PM in Lausanne, Switzerland, gave a speech
with the title ‘‘ETS in Nordic countries’’, where he stated that
the target of the company in the EEMA region was not only
to extinguish ‘‘perennial firefights’’ but also to influence the
tobacco agenda of governments and anti-smoking activists.13

According to Robinson, this was ‘‘particularly relevant in the
Nordic countries as their anti-tobacco initiatives can produce
ripple effects far beyond their boundaries’’.13 Robinson
mentions the fact that tobacco activists used the Nordic
countries as an example when lobbying successfully for
warnings in tobacco advertisements and on packs of
cigarettes in the USA in 1983 and 1984.14 Robinson argued
that the tobacco industry’s historical reluctance to confront
opponents in the Nordic region limited its credibility and
reduced its willingness to influence events, and therefore the
opponents had been able to secure adverse legislation that
can lead the way for other markets.

In 1972, a letter sent to the Finnish Ministry of Social
Affairs and Health by the Advisory Board on Tobacco pointed
out that cigarette smoke in indoor air could be hazardous to
the health of non-smokers, especially those with heart
disease, allergies, or asthma.15 However, provisions concern-
ing this were not included in the Tobacco Act of 1977, which
was otherwise the most exhaustive in Europe.16

The high risk nature of the Finnish market was also
characterised by the fact that Finland was a country without
a history of consumer activism and a country where people
were accustomed to paternalistic governance.17 The major
enemy of the tobacco industry in Finland was the National
Board of Health, which was believed to have an established
goal of a smoke-free society. As evidence on the harmful
effects of ETS began to mount, the health authorities and
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non-governmental organisations embarked on an intensive
health promotion scheme to introduce smoking bans in
public premises and workplaces. Because of these factors,
Finland was counted among the high risk markets.18 Tobacco
companies considered Finland even more dangerous than
Sweden, where the state owned the biggest tobacco company
in the country, the Swedish Tobacco Company.19

ETS was not the only concern. The importance of Finland
as a market area is highlighted by an incidence where the
CEO of PM, Geoffrey Bible, asked his staff to update him on
the development of class action legislation in Finland.20 PM
feared that Finland, together with Sweden where similar
legislation was being discussed, would introduce new tobacco
control initiatives and push for them in the European Union
(EU).21

Lobbying
Before the mid 1980s, PM argued that the Nordic market was
characterised by a lack of coordinated lobbying activity. The
threat of ETS, together with new initiatives to introduce
tobacco restrictions, brought the local tobacco manufacturers
together.22 The idea was to strengthen the National
Manufacturers Associations (NMAs) in each market in order
to combat tobacco control initiatives.23

‘‘Motivated by the deteriorating ETS trend, the industry
has organised for the first time a Nordic NMA Working
Group to address the ETS issue. Competitors and our
business partners are hiring corporate affairs staff
specialists and are reviewing plans to strengthen the
NMAs in each market.’’24

After the first Nordic working meeting, the PM Nordic Area
report states as the prime objectives of NMA: (1) to counter
the threat of further regulatory measures that will restrict
market freedoms: (2) to re-establish smokers’ self-esteem
and the social acceptability of smoking: (3) to develop a
strategy to protect the interests of PM in the event of a
proposal to change the tax legislation; and finally (4) to build
corporate affairs capabilities, and ally networks in the area.22

The first challenge concerned a proposition to harmonise
tobacco legislation in the Nordic countries. The initiative was
made by Iceland in 1987 at the Nordic Council, and one of its
main objectives was to issue a total ban on tobacco
advertising.25 To counter the adverse proposal within the
Nordic Council, PM started to work with Amer-Tupakka to
guide and support the lobbying activities of the local
manufacturers against the Nordic Council.26 Allies were
sought among media owners associations, advertisers, and
employer federations.27

Finnair, the national airline in Finland, was the first airline
in the world to introduce smoking and non-smoking sections
on flights in the 1950s. In 1988, Finnair gave the first
indications that it would ban smoking on all domestic flights
and impose further restrictions pending a search for more
factual information. At this stage, Amer-Tupakka pushed for
negotiations with Finnair management to persuade them to
allow in-flight air quality tests (IFAQ).28 The ultimate goal of
this activity was to make the airline adopt policies that would
permit smoking during flights. In case Finnair refused to
participate, an internal memorandum proposed an alterna-
tive tactic called ‘‘market research’’.29 It included a direct mail
campaign to stimulate letters, postcards, and telephone calls
urging Finnair to drop a total smoking ban.

In 1987, lobbying was also activated to oppose a govern-
ment plan to reform the excise tax on tobacco. The idea was
to utilise the personal contacts of the CEO of the Amer Group
and the manager of a communications office, BNL, which

operated as a subcontractor for PM, with the Minister of
Finance.30 The CEO of the Amer Group tried to lobby the
minister by inviting him to a meeting and reserving a seat on
the same flight to New York.31 32

In 1990, the tobacco companies found that the Ministry of
Social Affairs and Health had drafted a proposal for a new
tobacco act in autumn 1990.33 The proposal reached the
government but never came before parliament.34 In March
1992, Amer-Tupakka discovered that the bill had been
revived.34 35 Amer-Tupakka had received the proposal ‘‘under
the counter’’—that is, before it became public, and sent it to
its legal and medical experts.36 37 Thus, the industry was able
to launch a major lobbying effort to counter the proposal
before it was even released. PM wanted to build a wide
network of allies with a self-interest in opposing at least parts
of the proposal. Targeted briefings with key politicians,
political parties, authorities, and unions were to be carried
out. The corporate affairs plan stated:

‘‘Raise valid and sufficient doubt concerning the applic-
ability/legality of parts of the proposal, thus delaying the
process and gaining time for continued ally building and
GR/media activities.’’38

Among other things, PM planned to establish direct
contact with the Minister of Social Affairs and Health and
his chief advisor. The role of Amer-Tupakka was to take up
direct MP briefings and encourage possible opposition if the
bill were to reach parliament. Amer-Tupakka had close
contacts with the chief secretary of the Ministry of Social
Affairs and Health.39

The task of the senior vice president of corporate affairs at
Amer-Tupakka was to lobby representatives of the Finnish
trade organisations (notably SAK, the Central Organisation
of Finnish Trade Unions, Liiketyönantajain keskusliitto LTK
(currently the Employers’ Confederation of Service
Industries), and TKL, the Confederation of Finnish Industry
and Employers), which are key players in formulating and
winning support for social legislation in Finland. Somewhat
earlier, the leaders of these organisations were on a PM VIP
trip to Switzerland in order to create closer ties with leading
Finnish union representatives and introduce guests to work-
place smoking issues.40

SAK had initially taken a positive view of the new bill,
because it considered tobacco smoke as a carcinogen.33 After
briefings with tobacco industry representatives, however,
SAK was willing to change its position. In fact, SAK and the
TKL together issued a statement that smoking in the
workplace was an internal question for the working
community, and did not need to be addressed by the
authorities.

The senior vice president of corporate affairs at Amer-
Tupakka had discussed the bill with the editor-in-chief of
Ilta-Sanomat, a leading evening paper.33 After the briefing the
editor-in-chief wrote a column strongly criticising the bill. It
was also the senior vice presidents’ job to get in touch with
the Minister of Social Affairs and Health and advise him
about the opinions of the tobacco industry relating to the
newly released report by the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).41 The senior vice president was on holiday in
the same area as the minister where they both had summer
cottages. The minister had stated a paper had just arrived on
his desk saying that a revolutionary new survey on ETS has
come out in the USA and that authorities there were placing
tobacco smoke on the list of carcinogenic substances. PM
believed that the lobbyist from Amer-Tupakka would have
had ‘‘extremely good opportunities’’41 to brief the minister
over the holiday period. He was supplied with a to-the-point
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package on the ETS/EPA draft risk assessment giving the
message that there was no new study in the USA, that EPA is
not a decision-making body, and that ‘‘the science has not
changed’’.41

In 1995, PM invited one of the president’s advisors to visit
PM headquarters in New York. The object of the visit was to
attend a briefing on tort reform and the class action process
in the USA.42 To make sure that class action legislation would
not be passed in Finland, PM planned to encourage
resistance from the Ministry of Justice by targeting other
ministers and government party politicians who might
support the minister of justice who was against the bill.
The intention was to brief and advise these parties directly or
via allies.43 44

PM had also shown interest in the employees of the
tobacco laboratory at the Technical Research Centre of
Finland, which monitored maximum limits of harmful
substances in tobacco products. Documents contain numer-
ous citations of communications with laboratory employees
and descriptions of their character.45–47 Trips were organised
for them to Neuchâtel in Switzerland, where the European
research and development unit of PM (science & technology)
was situated.48

The favour of interest groups was also courted by various
‘‘treats’’. Amer-Tupakka has, among other things, paid for
trips to Formula One races by politicians, labour union
leaders, and journalists. For example, in 1992 trips to three
different Formula One races were planned for those at
government level. At the same time, trips to the Golf World
Tour, sponsored by PM, were discussed.49 The goals of the
programme were defined in an internal memo:

‘‘The GR (Government Relations) programme would
continue to utilize the goodwill deriving from well
arranged F1 and possible other PM sponsored events,
while media relations would focus on further developing
good contacts through well arranged and informative
briefing trips and cultural events.… It was noted that
contacts with Finnish authorities dealing with the European
integration issues will be further developed and focused
on.’’49

Consultancy programme
To win support for their view it was important for the tobacco
companies to dominate the public debate on ETS. The aim
was to confuse public opinion and attack the science on
which the proposed regulations were based. However, this
time their own research apparatus was no longer enough. PM
and other companies decided to begin buying up experts
throughout the world. The code name for the expert group
was ‘‘Whitecoats’’.50 An internal memo by PM for
Scandinavia and Finland describes the plan:

‘‘We will recruit consultants with political credibility,
experts in welfare economics & additional ETS whitecoats
in Scandinavia/Finland.’’50

The purpose of the operation was to hire a group of
researchers as consultants who would carry out research,
write articles, give interviews, and participate in conferences.
Law firms and proprietary research centres were also used to
aid the experts.51 The aim of the programme was stated as
follows:

‘‘Work closely with S&T (the research center of PM in
Switzerland) and John Rupp of Covington and Burling

(a firm of lawyers) to complete the first phase of recruiting
and activating the Nordic ETS whitecoats. Support their
efforts to drive the thinking of their colleagues via articles
and comments in the scientific literature and through
presentations during symposia. Develop their ability to
testify persuasively in government hearings and to
generate positive stories in the popular press.’’51

In Finland, experts were planned to be recruited and
trained to operate as credible third party spokesmen in
environmental toxicology and ETS.52 The association of
Nordic tobacco manufacturers discussed establishing an
expert group in September 1987 and gave the go-ahead to
the project. The Egil group (Expertgruppen för riskbedömn-
ing av inneluftens hälsorisker, a group of specialist on ETS
health risks) was led by a Swedish doctor (who was also the
president of the European Toxicology Association). Soon he
had about 10 medical doctors available from different Nordic
countries.53 Financing was channelled through a consulting
company owned by the Swedish medical doctor which sent
the invoices to London lawyers Covington & Burling, who in
turn invoiced PM.

One medical doctor from Finland, Olof Selroos, partici-
pated in Egil’s activities. Selroos carried out an epidemiolo-
gical study of respiratory parameters and smoke exposure as
measured both by questionnaire and nicotine-in-hair analy-
sis. At an Egil meeting in 1991 the doctor reported
preliminary results which showed no correlation between
hair nicotine and respiratory parameters, while a weak rank
correlation was seen between hair nicotine and questionnaire
responses.54–56

A Finnish professor of pathology, Kari Syrjänen, carried
out an extensive study on biological behaviour of genital
human papilloma virus infections and their association with
cancer. The project, which was started in 1990, was financed
jointly by PM and BAT.57 The project had huge potential: it
tried to prove that a virus was a major cause of cancer. Also, a
former employee of the tobacco laboratory of the Technical
Research Centre of Finland worked as a consultant for PM in
product control matters.58–60

In April 1989, a Finnish professor of medicine wrote his
Swedish colleague a letter in which he mentioned by name
three doctors who he believed would agree to be consultants
for Reynolds.61 In the end, only one of them consented to
cooperation, when he assessed x ray pictures in relation to a
lawsuit.

In connection with the preparation of the Tobacco Act,
Amer-Tupakka used medical and legal consultants. A clinical
chemist wrote a comprehensive report for Amer-Tupakka,
attacking studies showing hazards caused by ETS.62 An
internal memo considered how the doctor in question could
most credibly be presented as an independent critic of the
hazards caused by ETS.63 An associate professor of law wrote
a report intervening among other things in the extent of the
proposed advertising ban.64

Paid research
Commissioned research was used to support lobbying and to
mould public opinion on ETS.65 In 1987, PM had a survey
carried out in Finland, Sweden, and Norway, which aimed to
show that most employees and employers would prefer to
decide for themselves on smoking rules without government
intervention.66 The costs of the study were shared within the
NMAs.67 The industry marketed the results though the media
and their allies as part of a lobbying effort against smoking
restrictions. The project was continued in Finland in June
1992 as an evening paper Ilta-Sanomat carried out and pub-
lished an opinion poll at the instigation of Amer-Tupakka,
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which showed that most Finns were against governmental
regulation of workplace smoking.68

PM internal correspondence demonstrates that the com-
pany has also financed research intending to prove the social
advantages of smoking and the social disadvantages of
tobacco taxation.69 70 The purpose of these research projects
was to prevent the introduction of further increases in
tobacco taxation in the Nordic countries.69 In the late 1980s, a
researcher who worked at the Helsinki School of Economics,
wrote scientific articles in cooperation with PM on the costs
to the public sector economy caused by smokers and non-
smokers and the regressiveness of tobacco tax—in other
words, that the poor would pay more tobacco taxes than the
rich. PM’s own experts commented on the drafts and a
Finnish consulting agency was hired to look for publication
channels.

In 1988, Amer-Tupakka hired the Business Research
Centre (LTT) in Finland to draw up an account of the social
costs of tobacco.71 However, PM was not satisfied with the
preliminary result, and insisted on essential amendments to
the report. PM wanted to make smoking look more
inexpensive to society than the preliminary results showed.
At first, the LTT was against amendments stating that
‘‘breaking away from existing literature, which is dominated
by anti-smoking views, demands to some extent courage’’.72

The problem was that the expert used by the LTT did not
agree to change his calculations. After negotiations the LTT
was ready to make amendments in exchange for an extra
bonus.73

PM also campaigned to show that there were agents other
than tobacco smoke responsible for poor indoor air quality.
The strategy was spelled out in PM’s action plan for the
Nordic countries in 1987: ‘‘move the discussion away from an
ETS, to an Air Quality issue’’.74 Grey Robertson’s company,
Healthy Buildings International (HBI), specialised in the
quality of indoor air and conducted research on ventilation
systems. Through a Washington based law firm, the tobacco
industry paid Robertson for conducting investigations on
buildings, consultation, magazine publication, and even for
lecture tours and meetings with journalists. Robertson’s
message was that individual sources of air impurity (such as
tobacco smoke) were not the cause for substandard indoor
air—the culprit was poor ventilation. Robertson distributed
information worldwide on the so-called ‘‘sick building
syndrome’’.

In Finland, HBI sought to conduct studies of indoor
climate in the most prestigious buildings available.
Apparently the purpose was to lend credibility and authority
to Robertson’s ideas. The sites studied included two Bank of
Finland buildings and the City Hall in Espoo.75 Robertson
appeared in the Finnish media as an expert on the quality of
indoor air.76 In the early 1990s, Roberson’s publication
Healthy Buildings International Magazine was published in
Finland as an insertion in Talouselämä, a prestigious business
weekly.77

Intelligence gathering
To gain more information and supplement services offered by
INFOTAB,78 tobacco companies hired communications agen-
cies to gather information in Finland. Subcontractors assisted
the industry in translating clippings and other published
material and in identifying relevant research and decision
makers. In the late 1980s, a business communications
agency, BNL, helped PM to identify persons deciding about
tobacco issues in Finland and in other Nordic countries by
carrying out a survey on the main tobacco decision makers in
the cabinets of the Nordic countries.79 In 1986, the same
agency was assigned to study the National Board of Heath, its
members, and its political relationships in order to identify

ways and means of influencing the board.80 An internal
memorandum suggests that PM also monitored the ETS
conference at Hanasaari in mid June 1987 organised by the
Nordic Institute of Advanced Occupational Environment
Studies (NIVA).81

As a result of this intelligence gathering, the Finnish
representatives of PM were able to report to PM headquarters
that the Finnish National Board of Health was intending to
demand that ingredient lists be attached to tobacco products
at the end of 1988.82 At the same time, the Surgeon General
in the USA was expected to publish a report on the
ingredients of tobacco products. These two pieces of news
led to a strategic recommendation. Instructions were given to
PM’s international and US organisations that they must
collaborate in media strategy.

‘‘Developments on this issue in Finland could exacerbate
the communication challenge in other markets, including
the USA.… It’s critical that the strategy be coordinated
between PMI (Philip Morris International) and PM USA.’’82

PM headquarters were immediately informed if the
statements of the Finnish partner did not please the
company. The newly nominated CEO of Amer-Tupakka
surprisingly admitted—in an interview in the leading daily
newspaper Helsingin Sanomat in January 1990—that tobacco
causes cancer.83 The CEO withdrew his statement but was
eventually forced to resign. Dozens of articles published
about the matter were translated into English and sent to the
directors of PM. The importance of the ‘‘slip’’ was empha-
sised by the fact that PM had earlier paid attention to the
newspaper statements made by Amer-Tupakka. A local
production manager of Amer-Tupakka stated in a newspaper
article that the only way to avoid all the hazardous influences
of smoking was to quit smoking and that all the methods of
making tobacco less hazardous had been used up.84 PM
approached the CEO of Amer-Tupakka, in May 1987:

‘‘We do not understand that a representative of Amer-
Tupakka is not aware of the fact that there is no medical
evidence showing a causal relationship between smoking
and health hazards. We believe it would be advisable to
instruct all personnel within Amer-Tupakka that no-one
else than you give statements on tobacco issues potentially
touching the smoking and health issues.… For obvious
reasons we feel it is important that everyone is aware of
how careful we need to be in everything we say.’’84

Finland’s strategic position was evident by the fact that the
companies used extensive resources to monitor local debate.
The PM databases contain an amazing number of documents
that are translations of Finnish proposals for legislation,
publications, and press clippings. Many of the translated
documents deal with the activities of people and organisa-
tions that were considered adversaries by the tobacco
company.85 86 These included both health officials and
representatives of non-governmental organisations, as well
as doctors who pressed for smoking regulation and plaintiff
lawyers in tobacco litigation.

Public relations
Journalists sympathetic to the tobacco industry provided
fertile ground for the arguments of the tobacco companies,
which claimed that the health effects of smoking were not
proven and thus no regulation was warranted. The industry
also wanted to produce stories that would bring attention to
the role of the industry in the community, together with the
history of tobacco and tobacco farming.87 The tactics were
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aimed at key players in the Finnish media—journalists who
worked for leading newspapers (business newspaper
Kauppalehti and evening paper Ilta-Sanomat) and some
political newspapers (Demari, the newspaper published by
the social democratic party), together with the only two
national TV channels (MTV3 and YLE, the government owned
TV channel).

Media tours were planned to be used as tools to deepen the
personal contacts with a group of certain hand picked Nordic
journalists, who had shown ‘‘an open mind’’.87 The most
positive ones were to be invited to ETS briefing trips at
Neuchâtel.87 The Nordic media coordinator of PM wrote in
1990:

‘‘We must have an up-to-date fact bank on the journalists
who have attended our briefings, luncheons and ETS trips.
We need to know their special interests, what they wrote
etc.… Based upon this we will then put in place a follow-up
system, including mailing, personal calls, meetings, and
eventually new joint projects.’’87

In 1989, PM together with Amer-Tupakka had five Finnish
journalists flown to the USA.88 This resulted in ‘‘a lot of
positive publicity’’.88 The follow up effort with the journalists
produced major articles where Amer-Tupakka was able to
incorporate its own view about the cancer risks of tobacco
and tobacco taxation. That helped to defeat the tax increase
proposal by the Minister of Finance. In 1990, five Finnish
journalists, representatives of Kauppalehti, the leading busi-
ness newspaper, and Suomen Kuvalehti, the leading news
magazine among them, took part in a Neuchâtel briefing for
Nordic journalists.89

In anticipation of an ETS/EPA release in 1992, PM planned
a communication campaign to balance the public discussion
on the issue and to prevent the use of the ETS/EPA release as
a tool for further smoking restrictions.90 Tactics included
arranging efficient ETS/EPA spokesperson training for
designated Amer-Tupakka spokespersons and arranging
ETS/EPA media briefings for selected US based Finnish
journalists. Finland was considered a special case due to
ongoing tobacco litigation.

‘‘It was noted that in all ETS/EPA communications in
Finland the current very special Finnish circumstances
need to be taken into consideration. There are indications
for example that Rettig/STOY [local tobacco manufac-
turers] are not willing to comment much on the EPA report
because of the pending legal cases. Therefore Finland
would be the Nordic priority market for EPA Journalist
briefings taking place by PM in the U.S.’’90

Again, while opposing proposed class action legislation in
Finland in 1995, PM mobilised all its contacts. PM intended
to ‘‘maintain, upgrade and widen existing networks of
businesses, organisations, academics, politicians, lawyers
and journalists’’.91 As a part of the tactics, PM wanted to
portray the US class action as a menacing example for
Finland. The PM action plan stated:

‘‘In co-operation with PM NY [WWRA, Worldwide
Regulatory Affairs] collect background information and
develop relevant argumentation based on the U.S./
English/Canadian and Australian experiences on the
effects and practical implications related to class action
legislation and describing in concrete terms the misuse of
the legal system.’’92

PM lobbied a TV journalist from MTV3, a commercial TV
station, to interview opponents of class action in Finland and
supplied him with names and background material for his
trip to the USA.92 PM also enabled another journalist (who
was an ex-corporate affairs officer for Amer-Tupakka) to
travel to the USA together with the TV journalist.93

Additionally, PM planned to encourage grass roots letters-
to-the editor on the subject. PM also planned to continue
encouraging media criticism of the proposal, however,
avoiding the debate becoming saturated too early.94 Key
journalists were also to be briefed.

As part of a more general strategy, top level journalist trips
were planned to Zimbabwe/Malawi, New York, and Beverly
Hills.95 In 1999, PM was very anxious about a visit by the
Washington correspondent of YLE, the Finnish Broadcasting
Company, who wanted to make a news item on tobacco
farming.96–100 PM made arrangements to accommodate the
journalist’s wishes so that the interests of the company
would be served. PM sponsored art exhibitions and ballet
competitions.101 102 Allies and guests, journalists among them,
were invited to these occasions.

Smokers’ rights groups
The Smokepeace movement supported the tobacco industry
in promoting the ‘‘accommodation message’’.4 In 1987, an
internal PM memo mentioned that one aim of their PR
activity was to ‘‘support HEN-RY Courteous Smokers
Association in Denmark and to organize like-minded groups
in Finland and Sweden’’.103 An association called Courteous
Smokers (Huomaavaiset tupakoitsijat, Hu-Tu) was estab-
lished in Finland. The association managed to acquire
prominent figureheads, including well known politicians.
PM also tried to set up an authoritative ‘‘smokers’ club’’
within the Finnish Parliament where tobacco industry
directors would act as hosts and where first class guests
would be invited as lecturers.104 According to an internal
memo, business communications agency BNL was hired for
this purpose.

With scientific assistance from S&T Neuchâtel, Hu-Tu
attacked the World Health Organization anti-smoking
programme in 1992.105 At the same time, PM discussed
supporting Hu-Tu in a campaign to recruit new members.106

Later, Finnish authorities forbade Amer-Tupakka’s financial
support to Hu-Tu as a violation of the Tobacco Act.

Creating alliances
By including other parties in their lobbying, the tobacco
companies tried to mobilise forces to oppose smoking
restrictions. To win support from the labour unions, PM
planned to advertise in their publications.107 108 Money was
budgeted for publishing the results of an opinion poll which
was aimed to show that people would prefer local arrange-
ments over national regulation in the workplace smoking
issue. Cooperation was also sought to resist removing tobacco
from the consumer price index and the pension index.109 This
was a part of an effort to prevent any increase in tobacco
taxation.

Cooperation with allies was considered to be the most
important part of the strategy for attacking the Tobacco Act
amendment in the early 1990s.110 To fight restrictions on
workplace and restaurant smoking, PM planned to join forces
with labour union representatives and the Hotel and
Restaurant Association.111 A financial support campaign was
considered for that purpose. PM also wanted to establish
contacts with the Central Chamber of Commerce (CCC), the
International Chamber of Commerce in Paris, the Patent
Ombudsmens’ Association, and the Advertising Association
on the diversification issue.37 Contacts were also to be
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established with the SYKL, the confederation for small and
medium sized businesses.

In order to prevent legislation on class action, the tobacco
companies planned cooperation with the CCC, the Central
Federation on Industries and Employers, and the Bank
Association.112

Intimidation
Since 1988, tobacco companies have been defendants in
lawsuits in Finland. In this position they accused the plaintiff
of exploiting the trials. The companies claimed personal
compensation for legal expenses from the plaintiff’s attor-
neys. In the judgement given by the Helsinki Court of Appeal
at the end of 1998, the plaintiff’s attorneys were, exception-
ally, made personally liable for legal expenses. The Supreme
Court reversed the judgement. The companies tried to
prevent marketing offences from being brought up by
threatening to report an offence of malicious accusation.113

Litigation (defying restrictions)
Since advertising and sales promotion of tobacco was banned
in Finland by the Tobacco Act of 1977, the tobacco companies
operating in Finland have had hardly any means of
competing for bigger market shares. The only way to reach
Finnish consumers was to arrange sales promotion cam-
paigns, which would be observed by the Finnish media.114

According to a PM director ‘‘the one who is most successful
in getting this kind of exposure is also the one who is most
likely to be successful on the market’’.114

One way to get round the advertising ban was to sponsor
sports. A PM internal memo describes in detail sponsoring a
Finnish yachtsman in the BOC Challenge Single-handed
Race Around the World from 1986 to 1987.115 116 The idea of
the project was that the boat would be named Belmont, after
a tobacco brand. If this had not succeeded, the company
might have dropped the project. That the whole project would
be stopped as a violation of the Tobacco Act was identified as
the biggest risk of the project. Therefore it was decided to
keep the name of the boat secret as long as it remained in
Finland.

The Belmont project raised vast public interest, but also
protests. Health advocates accused PM of circumventing the
tobacco legislation. A complaint was lodged with the Finnish
Chancellor of Justice, the matter was raised at a meeting of
the shareholders of Amer-Tupakka, and finally a conditional
fine was imposed on Amer-Tupakka for distributing material
on the Belmont brand. The Belmont project led to tightening
of the advertising ban in the Tobacco Act of 1995.

THE EFFECTS OF TOBACCO INDUSTRY TACTICS
Decision making on tobacco issues involves a multitude of
factors affecting the final outcomes. Therefore, it is very
difficult to establish causal relationships between tobacco
industry tactics and regulatory outcomes. In the following,
we will only look at references where actors in the tobacco
industry evaluate the success of their efforts themselves.
These are not mentioned as establishing a causal relation-
ship, but rather reflecting the way events were interpreted
within the industry.

As early as 1975, a PM internal memorandum states that
local staff in Finland were able to persuade the government
of Finland to increase tobacco prices by only 6% through
raising excise tax, while the planned increase was as high as
53%.117 The lobbying was supported by the Central Labour
Union which was against high tobacco prices. Again in 1984,
an internal report summarising ‘‘the remarkable success’’ of
PM lobbying efforts in Finland was distributed among the
PM directors.118 The results were described by one PM
director as ‘‘highly desirable from the point of view of

maintaining market share, a favourable level of taxation, and
averting a costly price war’’.119 The report also gave more
general recommendations, which is a direct indication that
the tactics devised for Finland can be quoted as example of
what could be done in other markets:

‘‘To achieve these results required careful planning and
timing by PM EEMA over several months. It clearly
demonstrates not only how a properly conceived public
affairs strategy can be successful, but also how many
varied factors must be accounted for in developing such a
plan. I commend this report to you as an excellent example
of what might be done in other markets where our industry
is facing threats.’’119

A summary written in October 1989 states that PM
managed to reduce the publicity of the WHO No Smoking
Day.120 The same report says that PM succeeded in preventing
the implementation of a proposed tax increase of 20% on
tobacco. An internal memorandum dated September 1991
states that the Minister of Social Affairs and Health, as a
result of the lobbying activity by Amer-Tupakka, halted the
process and took the proposal for the tax increase aside for a
week to study it before signing.121 A major success for PM was
that through intensive lobbying it prevented class action
legislation from being introduced in Finland.91 92 94

However, as pointed out above, the proposal for a new
Tobacco Act was the major issue in the Finnish market since
the early 1990s. The first proposal was raised in the autumn
of 1990. An internal document states that Amer-Tupakka/PM
initiated a series of information activities which resulted in
the bill reaching the government but never being put before
Parliament.122 This was a triumph for the industry as it was
able to halt the introduction of a major legislative reform.

Despite opposition by the industry the bill was kept alive.
In March 1992, PM learned that the ministry was again
preparing a new law proposal which was considered as ‘‘a
very severe one’’ since it would among other things ‘‘delegate
more powers to different supervising bodies, almost giving
them full freedom to harass the industry’’, ‘‘effectively ban
trademark diversifications’’, and ‘‘ban smoking in public
places and workplaces where there are more than two
people’’.123 Again the process was delayed. Due to Amer-
Tupakka/PM information activities, the Ministry of Health
decided in September to take a new look at the bill and its
practical implications.122

The objective of PM was to ‘‘successfully counter the
Ministry’s plans’’.124 Despite the use of intensive lobbying and
the other tactics described above, the tobacco industry did
not manage to prevent the introduction of a new tobacco law.
Rettig Ltd, one of the local tobacco manufacturers operating
in the tobacco industry for 150 years, was sold to RJ Reynolds
a year after the new tobacco law come into force. Within the
industry it was claimed that the price of the deal was lowered
by the fact that there was such a comprehensive tobacco law
in the local market.125

CONCLUSIONS
The Act on Measures for the Restriction of Tobacco Smoking
was passed unanimously in the Finnish Parliament in 1976.
The Act was very progressive at the time and Finland became
the model country in preventive measures. Europe’s first
product liability case against the tobacco industry was
brought in Finland in 1988. Simultaneously with the case,
the authorities began revising certain provisions of the
Tobacco Act which were difficult to interpret and implement.

Finland has been of particular interest to tobacco
companies because of the country’s long experience with
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tobacco legislation. The fear of ETS was considered greatest
in those markets where regulation of smoking has been in
place for a long time. The tobacco companies feared that
restrictions imposed in Finland might spread to other
markets. Thus Finland has served as an important target
for investigation and pressure for the tobacco companies,
even though the Finnish tobacco market itself is fairly small.

Documents concerning Finland show that here, too, the
tobacco companies have systematically sought to prevent
tobacco legislation and to steer discussion away from the
harmful effects of smoking. The general picture of Finnish
parliamentarism is characterised by the strong role of both
workers’ and employers’ organisations. Finnish industries
have traditionally lobbied law makers through their organi-
sations. This does not seem to have been the case with the
tobacco companies, which have mainly acted on their own
initiative. The documents indicate that the same strategy that
has been used elsewhere has been exported to Finland and
implemented in the local environment. Tobacco companies
have attempted to hide behind apparently objective and
independent scientists, research results, and actors in public
debate. Financial and other links between these actors and
the tobacco industry have not been revealed. Clearly the
companies have utilised internationally coordinated strategy,
which has been applied in the local business environment.
The Finnish case adds to the common knowledge of the local
application of a standard international strategy devised by
the tobacco industry. Furthermore, there is some evidence
that the tobacco companies have used Finland as a test-bed
for collecting experiences on how to operate in a hostile
environment and have delivered that knowledge to other
markets.

Avoiding tax increases, preventing class action legislation
and delaying the enactment of the new Tobacco Act were
clear triumphs for the tobacco companies. However, when
these outcomes are contrasted with more comprehensive
legislative development, these examples turn out to be of
little importance. In spite of fierce opposition from the
tobacco companies, what was the most comprehensive
tobacco act in Europe at the time was enacted in Finland
and it came into force at the beginning of 1995. As the
proposal for a new Tobacco Act was processed by parliament
several restrictions were added to it. It seems that PM was
successful in lobbying the government but not with parlia-
ment. The battle over tobacco restriction ended with a defeat
for the tobacco companies.

One reason behind the failure was that the industry did not
manage to win support from public opinion. Denying the
heath hazards caused by tobacco in product liability litiga-
tion—while scientific evidence on the harmful effects of ETS
was mounting—undermined the credibility of the industry.
Instead, the tobacco companies managed to defend them-
selves successfully in the product liability lawsuit. The
industry was acquitted by the Supreme Court in June 2001.
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